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➔ WHY DO YOU THINK HE   LOOKS LIKE   A HERO ?  

             

  HE looks strong because he's got muscles. He has got a costume which 

reminds us of the American flag. Maybe, one can say he is patriotic 

because he is destined to save his country. 

  He is expected to protect and defend people because he is able to do it. 

Well, he is stronger than the others. So, he should do more!! 

           He is likely to be a good role model.

 What defines him is his strength, courage or sacrifice.



➔ WHY DO YOU THINK HE   has become   a hero ?  

       Maybe, we can say that he is a good president. Many people like him 

and his ideas. He's black, what's the problem? He is good at being  

president. He is the first Black American president and he has fought a lot  

for being president. In a way, he has made Martin Luther King's dream 

come true. Well, he also said "yes, we can !"  We think Obama is a hero  

because he stands for hope as far as Black communities are concerned.  

Black Americans who were treated as slaves and then segregated have  

suffered for a long time.He is definitely a HERO in our opinion.

    He was rewarded because of his actions : he got the Peace Nobel prize. He  

seems to like his country very much and he manages to accomplish his  

duty. He is a man of trust and reliability.

    It was possible for him to save America, to rule the country. 

    He is a man of power!



➔       Why do you think he can be a hero?

       He is a hero because he is the main character of a movie.

    He is wearing a suit, a shirt and he's got a tie. We think he's a hero  

because he's known by a lot of people.He is a secret agent for the queen of  

England, for the MI5, who goes on missions and never fails. He is a brave  

man, he is seductive and he takes advantage of this quality ! He has a  

licence to kill and is called 007. He is a man who has class as well.

      As a James Bond, he is clever and he must kill the wicked people. He is  

also expected to solve the problems when everything is an enigma ! He is  

likely to be a gentleman with ladies around him. We often see him with a  

gun because he must fight against bad people. He always win...

    Probably, we like to see him as a hero because we can identify with him in  

such films where there are actions, fights, suspense, mystery...

  



➔      Why do you think he is likely to be a hero? 

           He is likely to be a hero because he is always there for his children.

He opens his t-shirt like Superman. It shows that he can leave his job, his  

ordinary life in order to protect youth people.He is someone who can be a  

guardian. He is able to lead children in a good way and to help them find  

the right path. He is a man of courage and sacrifice. He is endowed with  

missions : he can protect,advize and educate his children.

     



                RESULTS of our ENQUIRY :

        TODAY, you don't have to be superman or to always appear in the  

NEWS to be a real hero! 

      Actually, a hero is someone you believe in. It is a man of trust and  

reliance. 

     He should have powers or exceptional qualities. As such, he is endowed  

with missions. 

     Heroes of our everyday life can be politicians, icons or ordinary people...

       Fake or real, it means that they have to take care of people. On the  

contrary, it doesn't always mean that they are strong or handsome. 

    Anyway, heroes are able to go through difficulties no matter how much it  

pains so that they distinguish themselves fom the others.

    They are set apart and likely to be models.


